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Abstract

Long-term voice outcomes of 13 tracheoesophageal speakers are assessed using speech samples that were recorded with at least 7 years in between. Intelligibility and voice quality are perceptually evaluated by 10 experienced speech and language pathologists. In addition, automatic speech evaluations are performed with tools from Ghent University. No significant group effect was found for changes in voice quality and intelligibility. The recordings showed a wide interspeaker variability. It is concluded that intelligibility and voice quality of tracheoesophageal voice is mostly stable over a period of 7 to 18 years.

Index Terms: pathological speech, tracheoesophageal speech, intelligibility, voice quality, long-term outcomes.

1. Introduction

Total laryngectomy (TL) refers to removal of the entire larynx as a treatment for advanced stage laryngeal cancer [2]. During the surgical procedure the airway and digestive tract are separated. With removal of the larynx the natural voice is lost. Voice rehabilitation is one of the most important goals after total laryngectomy [4]. In the early 1980s, insertion of a tracheoesophageal (TE) voice prosthesis (VP) was introduced [5]. A TE-VP is a one-way valve that is inserted in a puncture tract created between the trachea and esophagus. Airflow from the lungs to the mouth is thus reestablished. Henceforth, the patient is able to produce pulmonary driven speech again. The new voice source is the pharyngoesophageal segment (PES).

TE-speech is considered the gold standard in restoring communicative functioning after TL [2]. It is considered as the most natural way of voice restoration according to intelligibility, pitch, and range [6]. Success rates for acquiring TE-speech are reported up to 95% [7]. The reached endpoint in voice quality and speech intelligibility varies between patients [2]. Effective vibratory functioning of the PES is crucial in acquiring TE-speech. Knowledge about long-term voice outcomes of TE-speakers so far is scarce. There are some studies that include evaluations of TE-speakers on the long-term, up to 18 years post TL [8-12]. These papers, however, do not evaluate the groups of patients by follow-up time [8, 9, 11, 12]. Studies which consider long-term follow-up thus far only assess communication mode and quality of life [6].

In voice and speech assessment, a multidimensional approach is preferred. Acoustic, perceptual, aerodynamic, stroboscopic and self-assessment can be used to evaluate voice quality [13]. Substitute voices characterizedly deviate from healthy speakers because of strong voice irregularities and require a well-thought-out approach [14]. As communication is mostly a perceptual matter, perceptual evaluations are considered the “gold standard”. For substitute voices, judgments of experienced speech-language pathologists (SLP’s) are considered as more consistent than judgments of naïve raters [11]. Various perceptual scales are applied in the literature to rate substitute voices. The IINFVo rating scale was specifically developed for substitute speech [15]. The five IINFVo scale parameters are: overall impression (I), impression of intelligibility (I), unintended additive noise (N), fluency (F) and voicing (Vo) [16]. Two of the rating scales, over-all impression and intelligibility, appear to be the most reliable [15-17] and are used in this study. The former refers to the acceptability or pleasantness of the voice (voice quality) and the latter refers to the clarity and understandability of words and sentences [16, 17]. During the last decade, automatic speech and voice analysis became feasible [18, 19]. Automatic analysis is promising in providing consistent ratings and for analyzing trends within a single speaker.

The present study aims to identify changes in TE-speech over time by analyzing perceptual and automatic evaluations of voice recordings.

2. Speech and methods

Speakers and speech recordings

The Netherlands Cancer Institute has a long history of speech collection for TL research. Recordings from 13 TL-patients, who participated in studies between 1996 and 2014, are included in the present study (all male, median age at treatment 55 years, range 44-75, all gave informed consent).

Inclusion was possible when voice recordings of the 149-word Dutch text with neutral content, “Tachtig dappere fietsers” [Eighty brave cyclists], were available from the same speaker with an interval of at least 7 years (T1 and T2, with 7-18 years in between) All speakers had undergone laryngectomy and used a Provox VP (Atos Medical. Höryby, Sweden). 27 recordings were made during the latter half of the 1990’s (I), in 2007 (II), and in 2014 (III), in total 35 minutes of speech. No effort was made to ensure correct reading of the text so the actual words uttered vary somewhat. Speaker UCX did not complete the full text once and speaker K9S read a longer variant of the text once. For speaker KRH, there were recordings for all three periods (T1-T3).

Table 1. Available patients/recordings, see text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1996-1999</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The recordings were made as part of different studies, each using different equipment (see Table 2). For this study, recordings were digitized and converted to 44.1 kHz sampling rate and 16-bit Signed Integer PCM encoding (RIFF/WAVE). No audio compression had been used on the recordings.

Perceptual evaluation

Recordings were evaluated by ten experienced SLPs (experts), including one of the authors (KvS). Experts did the evaluations at home in a self-paced online listening experiment. At the time, experts were not informed about the details of the speakers. All experts were female, mean age 29.9 year (range 22-49). Eight were native speakers of Dutch. Two were native German speakers, who acquired Dutch as a second language. All experts were certified Dutch SLP’s.

Evaluations were done using standard web browsers. There were two experiments. In experiment 1, the experts were asked to grade recordings of one single, long sentence as having better or worse speech intelligibility and voice quality. The experts used two slider rules as computerized visual-analog scales (VAS). In experiment 2, the same experts evaluated two pairs of short sentences from each speaker. The experts were asked to judge which version of the sentence in the pair was better and to what extent. The evaluation was again done using slider rules for speech intelligibility and voice quality. Experts could listen to the stimuli as often as they wanted. Stimuli were presented in pseudo-random order, different for each expert. The results were scored between 0-1000 (pseudo-continuous).

In experiment 1, a single, 16-word, sentence was used which resulted in 26 stimuli (13 for T1 and 13 for T2). In experiment 2, two different short sentences were used, 7 and 8 words long. Each pair in Experiment 2 was presented in both orders, T1/T2 and T2/T1, and both sentences were used. For each speaker there were four pairs, two sentences in two orders. For one speaker, UCX, one sentence of the recording was missing for T2. The missing sentence was replaced by another sentence. The results of this mixed pair are omitted here. In total there were 56 stimulus pairs in experiment 2, 2x13 sentence recording pairs in two orderings and 4 additional T2/T3 stimulus pairs for speaker KRH. Both experiment 1 and 2 were preceded with 5 practice items that were drawn from other speakers not in the test set.

Automatic evaluation

The full 149 word recordings were automatically evaluated at the Department of Electronics and Information Systems, Ghent University with Automatic Speech analysis In Speech Therapy for Oncology (ASISTO) [20, 21]. Two applications for evaluating intelligibility were used, one using text aligned automatic speech recognition (ELIS) and one using alignment free recognition (ELISALF) [18, 20, 22]. A separate application evaluated voice quality based on the acoustic voice quality index, AVQI [19], which combines, e.g., shimmer and cepstral peak prominence. For comparability, the automatic intelligibility, 0-100 (worst), and AVQI, 0-8 (best), scores were scaled linearly to fit the perceptual evaluation results from experiment 1. No automatic evaluation was obtained for the variant readings of speakers K9S and UCX.

3. Results

Results of experiment 1 and the automatic evaluation scores were recalculated to pairwise differences between T2 and T1 (score at T2 minus score at T1). The four pairwise result scores of each speaker in Experiment 2 were averaged to a single preference score between [-500, 500] (after subtraction of 500). This procedure averages out any T1/T2 order bias. The averaging was done with the two remaining scores for the one speaker with a missing pair (UCX).
The use of different recording equipment and procedures can introduce a bias in the evaluation's. A test comparing the T1 results between periods I and II and the T2 results between periods II and III (experiment 1) showed that averaged ratings between these periods were not different (Student t-test, p>0.05). However, the small number of speakers makes the power of these tests low (c.f. Table 1). To determine for which of the 13 speakers the evaluations differed, a level of significance of p ≤ 0.004 is used (Bonferroni correction).

Statistical tests were performed in R [23].

Experiment 1
The variation in the perceptual scores in experiment 1 was high (see Figure 1). Only two speakers had statistically significant lower perceptual intelligibility scores for T2 than T1 (p<0.004, not shown). The ELIS and ELISALF scores were strongly correlated with pooled perceptual intelligibility scores (R=0.80, p<0.001, n=24) and for T1 and T2 separately (R=0.78, p<0.005, n=12 each).

The perceptual voice quality scores differed for three speakers, two speakers had lower scores for T2 than T1 and one had higher scores (p<0.004). For all other speakers, the differences were not statistically significant (p>0.004). The AVQI scores were moderately correlated with pooled perceptual voice quality scores (R=0.60, p<0.002, n=24) and for T1 separately (R=0.70, p<0.02, n=12), but not for T2 (R=0.45, p=0.05, n=12). Perceptual intelligibility and voice quality T2-T1 difference scores were strongly correlated (R=0.89, p<0.001, n=13). ELIS and AVQI T2-T1 differences were also correlated (R=0.75, p<0.01, n=11).

The consistency of the evaluations was estimated by correlating the scores of individual experts against the average score of all the other experts (n=9). The correlations were between R=0.6 and R=0.9 for both Intelligibility and Voice Quality. Automatic scores were correlated with the average of all ten experts. The consistency of the scores for ELIS and ELISALF compared favorably against the intelligibility scores of individual experts: R=0.8. Correlation of automatic AVQI scores was comparable to the least consistent expert: R=0.6.

Experiment 2
Eight speakers showed a statistical significant difference in intelligibility between T1 and T2 in experiment 2 and seven of them also showed a difference in voice quality (see Figure 2). The ELIS speaker difference scores were modestly correlated with the average pairwise perceptual ratings for intelligibility (R=0.61, p<0.05). The correlation of the ELISALF difference scores with the perceptual ratings was even marginally lower (R=0.58, p<0.05). The correlation between ELIS and ELISALF difference scores was statistically not significant (R=0.56, p<0.05). Because of this, we focus on the ELIS scores for the remainder of this paper. Intelligibility and voice quality were strongly correlated (R=0.99, p<0.001). AVQI scores were strongly correlated to voice quality and thus also to intelligibility (R=0.87 and R=0.84, p<0.001). This makes AVQI a better predictor of perceptual intelligibility in experiment 2 than the ELIS scores. Differences between periods I and II in Figure 2 were not significant for ELIS or AVQI (p>0.025, Bonferroni correction).

Overall, five speakers had statistically significant worse intelligibility at T2 (T2-T1 < 0), two speakers were better at T2 (T2-T1 > 0), and four were neither better nor worse (T2-T1 = 0), see Figure 2. One speaker was scored with worse intelligibility at T2 and unchanged voice quality (WWL). In total, there are roughly as many speakers that showed a decline in intelligibility and voice quality at T2 as showed unchanged or improved intelligibility and voice quality. The ELIS scores tended to score the T2 as more intelligible than the T1 recordings. Currently, it is not clear how to interpret this difference with perceptual intelligibility scores. The AVQI scores were distributed more like the corresponding perceptual voice quality scores, in line with the high correlation between AVQI and voice quality scores.
In this sample of 13 speakers, three distinct levels of change can be distinguished: better at T2, worse at T2, and no difference. When speakers from each of these levels are compared against speakers from other levels a statistical significant difference is found (p < 0.001).

Together, the automatic and perceptual results presented in Figure 2 indicate that there is no definite trend in the changes in intelligibility and voice quality after 7 years or more. There might be a somewhat bigger probability for a decline in intelligibility and voice quality than the reverse. However, it is clear that the differences between speakers in direction and extend of change over time are large.

Consistency between recordings

For one speaker, KRH, there were three evaluated recordings over a span of 18 years, one from each recording period. All three recordings were used to get a rough (N=1) estimate of the variability in evaluation outcomes (Table 3, Bonferroni correction p<0.01). It appears that the experts can judge the speech samples quite consistently. Only the voice quality results for period I in experiment 1 differed from the other periods (I versus II and III, p<0.01). None of the other evaluations differed between periods (p>0.01). Pairwise comparisons showed significant differences in experiment 2 (p=0.004, underlined), except for voice quality between periods II-III. The automatic scores for this speaker, ELIS and AVQI, were rather stable over this time course (Table 3, Experiment 1), but the difference scores were variable (Table 3, Experiment 2).

4. Discussion

Long-term stability of voice quality and intelligibility in TE-speakers, to our knowledge, has not yet been described. This study presents a unique dataset, in which perceptual and automatic voice assessment complement each other. It must be noted, though, that speech samples of only a small group of speakers was available. Differences in surgical techniques and treatment modalities are not included in this study because of the small sample size. The voice recordings were made in three time periods, and different audio recording equipment was used each time (Table 2). Our analysis did not reveal any systematic differences between time periods that could be attributed to these equipment differences. For future research, we are collecting recordings in a consistent setting.

The anatomical and physiological changes in voice production, which TL patients are facing, are immense. In TE-speech, voice is produced by the PES that originally does not have a function in sound production. Some TE-speakers present a fairly good voice, whilst others are rated as more deviant in voice quality and intelligibility. The differences between recordings vary. On average, a slight decrease over time is seen in perceptually rated voice quality and intelligibility (Figure 2). This might indicate an effect of aging.

The perceptual evaluations tend to be scattered between the expert raters (Figure 1). In the literature it is stated that expert raters such as SLP’s provide more reliable outcomes than naïve listeners. To assess the consistency of the raters, for one speaker three recordings were evaluated. It appears that the experts can judge the speech quite consistently (Table 3). Using pairwise comparisons, as in experiment 2, is more sensitive to differences. Pairwise comparison results in more consistent ratings than rating individual samples, as in experiment 1.

Changes in voice quality and intelligibility are dependable within individual speakers. When voice quality is rated as good by perceptual evaluation, intelligibility tends to be as well. The strong correlation (R=0.99, p<0.001 in experiment 2) between these outcome measures confirms this dependency. The fact that independent automatic measures, AVQI and ELIS, are also correlated shows that this correlation is part of the speech signal itself. These (high) correlations indicate that intelligibility problems with TE substitute voices might emerge from a lower perceptual voice quality.

The AVQI was developed for analyzing a combination of sustained vowels and running speech samples [19]. There were no sustained vowel recordings for some of our speakers. Therefore, AVQI analysis was partially performed, i.e., on running speech only. Our results show that this procedure already provided sufficient information (c.f. [20]). The AVQI scores correlate strongly with voice quality scores, and therefore also with intelligibility. Since perceptual voice quality and intelligibility are strongly correlated it is shown that for these speakers, AVQI provides consistent information on both perceived voice quality and intelligibility. The AVQI was an even better predictor of perceived intelligibility than the automatic ELIS scores.

Ideally an automatic speech analysis program, which detects differences over time, is needed. The ELIS evaluation tool is used to evaluate individual speech samples. Comparisons between (T2 – T1) samples are made afterwards. For the future it would be recommended to develop an automatic assessment tool that can directly evaluate differences between speech samples.

5. Conclusions

Voice quality and intelligibility of TE-speakers is more or less stable over a period of 7 to 18 years. There might be a slight decrease in the quality of the TE-speech in some speakers, but, if at all present, this could not be consistently ascertained. Voice quality and intelligibility are correlated when rated perceptually by experts as well as when evaluated automatically. To get more insight in the long-term changes of speech quality it is recommended to systematically collect data of a large group of TE-speakers over a longer period of time. Tools for automatic evaluation of speech quality are very promising for analyzing trends within individual speakers.
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